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PREFACE

&on-fuxther dewy of capitakt
of inner d outer contradictions
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the Wt agatrst Right wingem in America was pwk and
parcel of the b e n e k t proeesa of c l e m d q the m&iona
of the Communist International of opportunist and wavering elemenh. Comrade S t d h showed how thia deandug
was a M c a I mnc1usion dictated by the whole malph of
the worId hiitulttion.
a
~ammanywhofhinkthatnothhghatlthangedin
the inhaatimal aitaation of kte, that wmythhg has rem a h d aa of old. Thia in not h e , comrades, % fact of
t h e m a t t s r i s t h a t w e ~ w a n ~ c e n t u a ~ w a f tstroghe~
im ~II
UPW
w m t t i ~a
, growing m t i o criria
in Europe, growing conditirmrr of a new mdtltionaiy upward
dng.
Soon the ground will k too hot for worId.cmp1W m .
Y b dub of the Qmmtmht Party is at once ta begin
ww work for the coming c l w smgglea, to prepare
w
o
m
r
cFaarr and the erploited m a a m for new revoltrtlww &agglas.
But in order to earry out thi Wk,it IS
nemssmy at once, without the loas of a a-le
m
o
m for
doas not wait, to set abut clthe GO&
O f Right and wncfiationbt dements, who o b j e w r
4 regmwnt the a p n w of social-demwithin the raarrs
of the Communist Party. And we mnst set abort this mamot at the mud pace, but at an uccelerated pace, for, I repewt,
t h e doas not wait and we muat nof allow everits to cat&
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The political roots of opportunist errors and theorielj,
which flourished in the American Party, are dearly mab e d and exin Comrade StaIin's speeches. At the beginning of his $rst
he say0 that both groups in the
American Party, that the majority and minority, "are guilty
of the fundamental error of exaggemthg the m p e c i i k features of American capitalism." This generaI grormd of all
oppoTtuni~tmistakes in the Amdc8x1 Party as &own by
Comrade S t a h a year ago, has been proved by the subs*
quent poHtical evolution of the eounh-revolutionarg Loveatone group, aa well M by the newest manifesktions of
opgortunt3tic tendencies h i d e the Americm Partg.
It would be s d & i m t to cite Lovestone'e mncetption d the
economic mi& in the United States as a mere ~ltockexchange crmh md hia continued p a n e , worthy of a
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backward shopkeeper, before the
American capittrxim, even while f
nomic d i e which shakea its
:. show the n-ity
for Stah's analyak. It wotdd b@lcito point out the underestimation, whiclr atill' Q- ist;9 m the Party, of the depth, duration and poHWb&
-A
nikmce of the present economic crisia as well ~SEI ths
etrtimation of the radicalization of the workem,
sultm in our lagging behind the w e s in econo
g 1 ~ ,in the organization of the unemployed, a
,preparation for May Day, in order to under&
. importance of Stah's analysis of the Right
the American Party' of the very clearly f o m u h t d
distinction between specific particubitiea of AmdCsu~
capitslimn which the Communist Party m u ~ take
t
into a&
+
count in ita work and the general featurea of capita&&
which are common to all countries, which are the b a d
1
z- all our aetivib and the very foundation of internationalis&
This didindon, which is the dividing line between 130m- m U t s and o p p d d 8 t a must be leaned by every m b m b
of the Party and redy applied in all our everyday work The @cuIar featurea of opportunbm in the
.
Party were the seal of unprincipledneaa m d ah=
,- !
veloped factionalism. Naturally the fight of the
.
niat International against opportunism in the American
Party muat have been directed b m t this parkicuIar ex* :
pression of American opportunism. The politid blows of -:
Comrade Stalin'e -ha
were dixected againat rmprindpE :
'I
ed f d d s m of both factions in the h e r i a P e y
the former mrjorily and minorib groups. One of the e';
m01Wf e a h of this unprincipled factionaIiam was W
speculation w the divergendes In the Communist Party 03 #
the Soviet Union, and in this respect Commie Stalin memi7 i
Iwdy ummaked pretensiom of the former minority to -k.
"Stalinites"in the United States as well ss Lov&mef~ &&&*.
.
exchange speculation at the Sixth Party. Convention on W - I -, -1
' I
Bukhsrin qtie&n.
b,{
4
Blinded by factionalism, both factions not aarly Wr@
see or did aot ahow to the Party the opprrkmi8ti-& -<$
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STALIN'S SPEECHES ON THE C.P.U.SA
group^, but failed to k d an escape
from the yeam long factional strife which disarmed the
American Pa* in the face of t h e c l w enemies and cornpromiaed the Party in the egm of the American workers.
Comrade Stalin rrhows how the minority saw only one mIution-to give the leadership of the Party to the mlnorib
faction. And the majoriw faction, headed by ]Lovestone, d e
manded only the whitewashing of majority leadera of dl o p
portunistic mttakes and the strangling of the minority. The
solution given by the &&tern, aer Iaid down in Comrade
Stalin's speeches, waa : a m a i l = flght againat the opportunistic ~~ of both groups, decisive organhtiona1
mezbsura to stop once for dl the factiod fight in the
American Party, and the unification of the Party, not on
the platform of the m a j o d h or of the mino*,
but on
the baais of the C. I. h e .
Perthe most atrfldng p& of Comrade Stalin's
ier his analysis of factionalism in a Coxxzmunist
Party. With cIear and rrimple words, with formrrlat;ions
sharp as a razor, Comrade S M n opens thb "running sore"
of factionalism in a Communist Party and, in a way understmdablle, to every worker, shows the nemsity of pub
t i an end to the crime of fwtionaLism,
Many political prognwea made by Comrade Stalin in May
o year ago, now appear as f a d predictiom. Hia m d y s h
of the crisia of world capitalism which develops with quick
tempo and which must involve Ammican capitdim, and his
htement that the 3,000,000 of unemphyed were but the
fir& swdows of the crisis maturing in America; all these
prognoses were not mere gumgas, but inevi-le mnclu8ione
drawn from a Madan aaalyaris of the whole world aituation.
With the aame historical accuracy, Comrade S h l h ' ~prognosis of the future fate of the Loveatone group has been
fulfilled. Amwering Loveatone'e pretentions that he
was defending his opportunistic conceptions and factional
WCtIvikie~"in the name of 99 per cent of the American
Communist Party," Comrade Stalh pointed out that Lovedone "ia indieputably an adroit and talenW factional wirepull&* and had w majoriw in the American C o r n &

takes of their ''own"
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party, msinly ~ u a the
e membenhfp m~
;%
of the majority "ps the determined anof
munht I n ~ t i o n a L f '
To the gloomy predictiom of Lovahne and G i W i iW6
the Comin.W Addreaa will destmy the
CommieStalin89~wd:
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"No comrades, the American Communht P e ,win 4
of the ppre-'
perish. Xt will live and flouriah to the
miw of the working clas. Only one s d factional M
wilI periah if it continues tm be stubborn, if it does I&
I
submit to the will of the Cornintern, if it continuea to
here to ib errors."
These words could be written upon the plied me, or
better mid, on the Brandldte politid sewer in which
now rests Loveistone, Gitlow $ Go.
Still timely are the ta~ksof the American C o m m d
mweplent laid down by Comrade Stah in his @a:
blshevimtion of the American Party, forging of red WO1utIomry cadres a d of real revdutionary Isadem of the 1,
proletmiat, strengthening of the fight again& ref&
and aaciddemmmy, and preparing the working chs8 a d
the exploited w a e a for the new revoIutionary fighter.
Comrade Stalin pointed out that the. importance of tbet
C o m i n h Addreas 00nakW preckly in that it hdlM
American Party 'Yo put am end to unprincipled f~~
create anity in the Party, and M y en&
on the bmad
road of -8
politid workN The American C o l W n d
3
Parky after a year of work and struggle can now aay tU't.
this general b k baa been entirely aammphhed. The P,
ha^^ merdlessb e h h a t e d factionalism and ia now u
&d
on the line of the Comintern in
every opporhmht tendency
political activity. The
Party, &the tremendous growth
M u a m among the .American w w
Marxist-ImM& help of the Camm
The renegadeis of
onl8 camp, may ~ m e r

le
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rom and mbtakes of the Pa* which were brought fornard
in Btalh'a speeches, The Trotskyites' "Militant' has alredy mme out with a lengthy and "deep" d i e declaring
that the pullication of Comrade Stah's apeediree “obviously
haa aome very ~ p e c i a h n emay say, 0cxuIt m e , ' ' ire
"some machination behind the acmes" and a new informal
intrigue e
t some American mmrade~,and in particular
"a 6rst step toward overthrowing Foster." Them political
gosipera are unable to see in any stage of Party bohhevization anykhing but personal intrigue. Because Comrade
Fmter, one of the preaemt most authoritative leaders of the
united American Party, was mentioned in Stalin's speech
aa at that time the leader of the former minorib group in
connection with errors and factionalism of the former
minoriw, the counter-xevolutiowry danderera of the
"Whnt"hasten to build upon this the bedroom story of
new "intriguw" in the Communi~tParty. To them could
be ver~rwell applied the angry words of Karl Marx, who,
in his "A Criticism of the Hegelim Philosophy of Right,"
branded the repre~~nbtivw
of the German histoddjudieial d ~ o o l :"To them history only shows itself 'a poateriori' Eke the God of brael to Moserr!'
SimiIar interpretation of history hi however, a particular feature of the
Qotekyitea. Their Pope, their heir of Marx and Lenin on
Earth-Trotsky, in his recent h k fully developed thia wnception of the whole history of the R w h n revolutionary
movement; the history of two Ru*
revolutions, aa a dim
reftction of hh own brilliant permnal genius and the whole
hi~toryof the development of the Russimi Party dter the
defeat of Trotsl@m aa the result of an i x l f d intrigue,
"conspiracy of epigonea."
Strong with bolshevik self-criticism, boldly m i n g ,
criticizing, and comeding the past and pment #mornJ the
American Party wiII f o b w the path of bohhevjzation enlightened by Stalin's epeeches, and will be worthy of S h I i n ' ~
detinition of our Party aa "one of the few Communbt Parties in the world upon which history haa hid ta;ska of a deciaive character from the point af view of the world rev*
Iutiomry movement.''

B

BTAIJN'S SPEECfltES ON TEE AMEMCfi
COMMUNIST PARTY
THE PRESIDIUM OF THE E. C. C. I.
(MAY 6, 1929)
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C o d a , since quite a few speech= have been deli&
here and the political position of both groups in the Wmuhit Party of the United Statea of America baa beem
d3icienfly clarified, I do not intend to peak at
length. I shall not deal with the political weition of the
leaders of the majority and the minoriw. I shall not do so
since it has become evldent during the courm of the dhcuasion that both group are guilty of the fundamental
error of exaggerating the specific features of American
capitalism. You know that thie exaggeration lies at the
root of every opportunierl error committed both by the
majoritg and the minority group* It would be wrong to
ignore the spedic peculiarities of American capitallam.
!I%B Commmbt PParty in its work must take them hto
account. But it would be still more wrong to base kh0'
activitiea of the Communi~tParty on t h w spede features, since the foundation of the activitiea of every Cornmuniat Party, including the American Communist P-,
on which it muat b w itself, must be the general $cab
of c a p i w m , which are the same for dl countria, and
not its spedic featurelj in any given country. It is on
thh that the inkrmtionrrlism of the Communist Party ls
'founded. Specific features are only supplemenbuy to tbe
general features. The error of both groups is that they ex-

can oapitahn and thereby overlook the h i c f e & h
of Americtm capitdim which are chimcbrisiic of
world apitalhm as o whole. Therefore, when the l&
of the majority and the minority muse each o w of
dements of a Right deviation, it is obviously not w i t b a t
some memure of truth. It ~
o be denied
t
that M c & m
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conditions form a medium in which it is may for the
American ( 3 0 m m d P*
to be led aatrag and to exaggerate the strength and &abili& of American capitaIism.
Theae conditions lead our mmrrrdea from America, both the
majarlb and the minorib, into errors of the type of the
Bight deviation. Owing ta these conditions, et times one
mction, at othere, the other d o n , fails to realize the full
&at of reformi~min America, underedhak the leftward awing of the working b and, in general, is
inclined to regard American capftuliam aa something apart
from and above world capitdism. mt is the bask for the
~
s
s of both
s d o m i of the American Communist
Pa* in mattera of principle.
Having made these general ohervatiom, let tu now paas
to pm&d political questions.
What are the main defecta in the practice of the leader~
of the majoriQ and the minorityT
F-,
that in their day-today woxk they, and particularly the leader8 of the majority, are guided by motivea
d unprfndfled faetfox~&lidlmand place the interof
their faction hi~herthan the intereats of the Party.
SecondIy, that both grouw, and particularly the majority.rma0 infected with the disrerrae of factiondbm that they
base their rehatiom with the C o m i n h , not on the prinbut on a policy of rotten diplomacy, a
ciple of &dace,
policy of diplomatic intripe.
Let uti take a few tmunples. I wlll mention such a ;eimple
fact aa the speedations made by the leadera both of the
majorik and the minority mgudhg the difpermce~withip.
the Communist Pmty of the Soviet Union. You know that
both groups of the American Com~uniatParty, competing
with each other and chasing after each other like horsea
in a race, are feverishly epwulathg on &sting and nond a t i n g difPwe~c+ within the C. P. S. U. Why do they
do that ? Do the interests of the C o m ~ dP&y
t
of America demand it? No, of come not. They do it in order to
gain aome dvantage for their own particular faction and
to cause injury to the other faction. Foster and Bittleman
see nothing r e p r e h d 1 e in d@arhg themselves ''Stah-
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i h " and thereby demonertrrrting their loyalb ta the C. P.
5. U. But, my dear comrades, that &idfwaceful. Do ysu
not h o w that there are no 'lSUtes,'l that there must be
no "Shlhites"? Why do= the mino& act in thia meemly fa~hion? In order to entrap the d o r i b p u g , the
group of C o d e Loveatone, and to prove that the mestone group 18 opposed tO the C. P. $. U. and, hettcs, tu tbe
baaic nudellis in the Cornintern. That hi, of COUFH~,inmmect.
It is in?eapomible. But the minority a r e a nothing about
that ;their chief aim is to ensnare and dJscredit the
in the hterehtte of the faction of the minoritg.
And how docs the Lovestone group act in thh come+
tion? Does it behave more correctly than the mitt.
group? Unfortunately, not. Unfortunately, its behavior b
even more disgraceful than that of the minority group, lud..
for yourselves. The Foster group demonatrate their daten w to the C. P.S. U,by declaring themselvw " S ~ ~ , ' '
Lovestone perwivea that his own f d o n thereby may lose
something by this. Therefore, in order not to be outdm6
the Lovestone group suddenly performs a "hair ~aiidng'~
feat and, at the American Party Gongre=,* d e s -ugh
a decision caIling for the removal of Comrade Bukhwh
from the Comhtern. And so yon get a game of rivalry an
the principle of who will outdo whom. Enstead of a fight
on principles you get the moat unprincipled speculation on
the Werencea within the C. P. S. U.
Such are the results of a policy which placesi the intembi.
of f d o n higher than the i n h d s of the Pa*
Another example. I refer to the cage of Comrade Pepper.
You are all more or 1- acquainted with that w. Twice
the Cornintern demanded Comrade Pepper's return to Moscow. The Central Committee of the American Commanimt
Party rwi8hd rmd, in fact, ignored a number of deckions d
the Executive Committee of the Communist Inter&ionril
regarding Pepper. Thereby the majoritg. of the &adam
Communist Party demonsbated its felIomMp with P w ,
+Comrade Stalin speaks here of tbe Sixth p
1928.

-
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whose opportunist vacillations everybody haws. Finally,
a deIegat£onfrom the Executive Commithe of the Communist International gent t o the 6th Congreea of the American

Communist Party, advan= again, in the name of the &ecutive Committee of the Communist Xntematiaal, the i-8dirtte r-11 of Comrade Pepper. The majority under the leadership of Lovestone and Gitlow again resiska this demand
and does not h d it nece~aryto carry out the decision of
the E,C.C.L Foster's group utilizes this situation a@wt the
Lovestone group, s b t i n g that the majority group within the
American Communist Party i~ against the Cumintern.
The Lovmtone group finally Bema that its inkrksts might
suffer should it find itself in a position of opposition to the
Comintern. Accordingly, the Lovestone group performs
another "hair-mising"feat and expela Comrade Pepper from
the Party t the ssme Pepper whom only the day before they
had defended against the C. L Another game of rivalrywho can spit furthest. How can we explain the mistance
to the decisions of the Comintexn regarding Pepper on
the part of the majority group? Not, of course, in the
interesh of the Party. It was exclusively in the interests
of the majorits faction. Why iEl it that the majorits made
a sudden right-about-face and unexpectedly expelled Pepper
from the Party? Was it in the interests of the Party? Of
wume not. It w~ purely in the i n h h of the fmvestone
faction, who were d o w not to surrehder a trump card
to their enemy, namely, the Foster-Bileman fwtiohaI
group. Faction interests above all!
The Foater group want to demonstrate their devotion to
the C. P. S. U. by declaring t h e d v e a "Stalinites." Ve@
good. We,the Lovestoneites, will go still further than the
Foster p u p and demand the removgI of Comrade Bukharin from the Cornintern, Let the Fosterites try to beat
that! Let them know over &ere in Momow that we Americans know how to play the dock w k e t .
The Foster group want lm demomihate their mlidarity
with the Comhtern by demanding the carrying out of the
decision of the Cornintern regarding Pepper'a recall. Very
good. We,the Zlovesbneih, will go atill further and will

STALIN'S SPEECHES O H TEE GP.UdA
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expel Comrade Pepper from the Party. b t &e FwbriW
try ta beat that I fiet them h o w over there in
we Amwfcans know how to play the a t m k Wkek
There you have the fruits of the f & i ~ r nsf the
majoitg and the minorib.
But, Commda, the Comhtern is not a ectock mwkk
The Cornintern is the holy of holies of the worlsb dam.
The Cornintern, therefore, must not be codusled with 1
stock market, Either we are ZenMsts, and our &tiom
one with another, as well aa the relatiom of the adow
with the Comintem, and vice versa, must be built on
had tmnfIdence, muat be aa dean and pure as cry*
which case there should be no room in our rsnks for r o t h
diplomatic intrigue; or we are not b n i n i a k i n whiah
caae rotten diplomacy and unprincipled factional &uggh
will have full scope in our relations, One or the other. We
muat choose, comrades.
In order to &ow how pure Communist morals are d&
praved and defded in the course of a factional 8-k
I could cite yet another fact as, for imtance, my eon*
wtion with Comradea Fo&r and Lovestone. I refer to
the converslition that took place at the time of the Six&
Congrem It is characteristic that in corxespondenee with
&I friends Comrade Foster makes this conversation out
to be eomething aecret, something which must not be ttdhd
about aloud. It is eharacteriatic that Comrade Loveplkanns,
in bringing hia charges against Comrade Fo~ter,in maneckion with thin conversation, refers to his taUc with me
and boasts here that he, Comrade hvestone, unlike F m
-kr, is able t;o keep a secret and that under no conditiom
would he c o n ~ n t
to divulge the ~ u b s b c eof hh conversation with me. Why thia mysticism, dear co&;
wat
purpose d m It w v e ? 'What could there be &oupl
in
mg &Ik with Comrada~Fozrter and Loveatone? LbWng
to these comrades, one might think I spoke b 'them of
things which one would be ashamed to relate hqe. But
that b stupid, comradm. What f the purpose of this myatical game? Is it M c u l t to understand that I have noto conceal from mmrab9 k it m c u l t ta Pndmtand

16
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that I am m d y at any moment to tell comrades the substance of my knvemtion with Wter and Lovestone from
beginning to end? What will then become of the famow
mysticism so zealously ~preadhere by Foeter and hvestone?
What did Comrade Foster talk to me about? He cornp h e d of tbe factiom~rnand unprincipIednehls of Comrade Lovestone's group. What did I answer him? X admitted these sins on the part of the L o d o n e group, but
at the same time added that the aame sins3 were characteristic of the F h r group. On the basis of this Comrade
Foster arrives at the aiconclusion that I a~nnpathize witb the minority group. Where is the foundation, one
asks? On what grounds is Foshr pleased to think that I
fail to see the defects of the minority group and even
aympathhe with that group? Is it not obvious that with
Comrade Foster t h &h it? fat he^ to the t h ~ h t ?
What did Comrade Lovestone talk abut? Of the worthl e a n e ~of the Foster-BiWeman group. What did I answer? I answered that both groups were suffering from
serious defects and advised him to take m a u m to liquidate factiondim That was all.
What Ts there mysterious here that cannot be spoken
about aloud?
Is it not strange that out of these simple axld clear fa&
the comrades of the majority and the minority make a
w m t woxthy of arousing the laughter of seriouer-minded
people? 1s it not obviou~that there would be no my~ltification if there were no factional atmosphere poieoning the
life of the American Communist Pa* and defding simple
and pure C o r n &
mods?
Ox let us take, for instance, another fact., I refer to the
talk with Comrade Lovestone that took place the other &y.
It it^ characteristic that Comrade Lovestone has aleo been
arpreading absurd rumors about this conversation of mine
and making a eecret of it. Why thils incomprehensible gaasion for the "mysterious"? . . . What did he speak about
t o me the other day? He asked that the Residium of the
E. C. C. I. should rewind the decision h~withdraw him
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kmdfrom America. H e said that he, ~ o v e e ! e ,
to carry out the proposed decision of the h@lhgiof the
E. C. C. I., provided it would not be dir&ed dwPb
againat the leadera of the majority of the Cmmunkk Party
of America. He promised to be a loyd M~%EWof the Ce
mintern and to prove it in practice, if the Co~ghbBiw.auId
give him the necessary btructiona. H e d d he
noB
looking for high positions in the AmC m w W
Party, but. only begged that he should be t e & d
&a
the opportunits to prove hirr Ioydty ta the Chdnhm.
What did I reply to this? I told him that expsrh&l# i
testing the loyalty of Comrade Lavestone to the C o d have already been going on for three y-~, but no g d
hw come of them. I said it would be better both for
Communist Party of America and for the Comlnif
C o d e s Lovatone and Bittleman ware kept in Mosesw
fox a time. I said that thb method of action on the & of the Gwnintern was one of the surest m w of cur&
the American Communist Party of factionalism and EWW
ing it from disintegration. I mid that although this wq
my opinion, I agreed to eubmit the proposal of Comrade .
hvestone to the consideration of the Rw&n comrad@% '
and underbk ta inform him of the opinion of the R u s a b
mmradea.
That aeenw perfectly dear. Yet Comrade hveetoae
again tries to make a 14
of these obviow facts and far 1
spreading all kinds of rumom regarding this mnvm&b&
It is obvious that there would be no such wsfMwW
and simple things would not be turned into
lqgennds, if it were not for a policy which placesl the htm
ests of a faction higher than the interests- of the W J
the inter& of diplomatic intrigue higher than the hbm

ests of the Cornintern.
In order to put an end to these fo
the American Communbt Party on
policy, it ie nececlsary first o.€ all to
&m in that Party.
That is the codwion to which the abov
bring ua. What ia the solution?
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Comrade Foster mentioned one. According to his g m
p o d , the leaderahip should be handed over to the minority. Can that solution be adopted? No, it can not. The

delegation of the Executive Committee of the Communist International committed an error when it
aharply dismciated itself from the majority, without at
the m e time di~ociatingiklf e@y
sharply from the
minority. It would be very unfortunate if the C o d m i o n
of the Presidium repeated the error of the delegation of
the E. C. C. I. I think the Commission of the Presidium
of the E. C. C. I. should in ib draft dimmiate it;self both
from the errom of the majority rrnd from the errom of
the minorie* And for the very rewon that it must dim+
ciate itdf from both, it must not propose to turn, over the
leadership b the minority. Hence the propod of Comrade
Faater with dl ita implications, automatidy f d l ~
to the
grotuld.
The American delegation proposed a different solution,
d i r e contrary to the proposal of Comrade Foater. Ae
you know, the proposal of the American delegation conai&
of ten pointa. The eubstmce of this propod is to the
effect that the leadership of the majority should be fully
rehabilitated, the factional work of the majoritg Bhould
be considered correct, that the decision of the Presidium
of the E. C. C. I. to withdraw Comrade Loveatone &odd
be annulled, and that thus the practice of suffocating the
minority ehouid be endomed. Can this aolution be adopted?
No, it can not, for it wodd mean, not eradicating fadiondim, but elevating it to a principle.
What then is the solution?
me soIution consisb ia the following:
1. The actions and the proposals of the delegation of the
E.C. C. L must, in the main, be approved, with the exdusion from the proposals of those pointas which approximate
to the propads of Comrade Foster.
2. An open letter must be sent in the name of the E. C.
C. I. to the member^ of the American Communist Party
aetting forth the errors of both sections of the Partg. and
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American capitalism. The three m u o n now mmployed in
America are the Rrst swallows indicating the ripening of the
economic crisis in America. The sharpening anhgonirjm
between America and Ehqlsmd, the struggle for markets and
raw materids and, finally, the mloasal growth of armaments
-that k the eecond portent of the approaching d i s . I
think the moment is not far off when a revolutionary crisis
will develop in America. And when a revolut~narycrisis developa in America, that will be the beginning of the end of
world capitalism as a whoIe. It is mential that the American Communist Pam should be capable of meeting that historical moment fulIy prepared and of asb3umhg the leadership of the impending e k druggle in America. Every
&ort and every mans must be employed in preparing for
that, comrades. For that end the American Communist
Party muat be improved wnd bolshevized. For that end we
muat work for the complete liquidation of factionalism and
deviations in the Party. For that end we must work for the
reestablishment of unity in the Communist Pa* of America. For that end we must work in order to forge real revolutionary cadra and a real rwolutionary Idernhip of the
proletariat, capable of leading the many diem of the
American working dasa toward the revo'iutionary dws
strudea. For that end all * s o d factom and factional
considerations must be laid aside and the revolutionm
education of the working claw8 of America must be placed
above all.
!Iht is why I think, cornradm that the most seriaue
attention must be paid to the proposah of the Commission
of the Presidium of the E, C. C. I. for your conaideration
here, for the aim of *else proposals i~ to render the (=ommunist Party of America n healthy P*,
to eradicate
fmtionaliam, to create mi@,to a t m e n the Party and
to bobhevim ik

2. Firslt Speech Delivered In the Preeiditm of the E
on the American Qwedhm
. (May 14th 1929.)

1
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C o r n r d ~ we
, are f e d with a unique fact, worthy of
the most serious attention. A month hss alresdg. @
ahce the American delegation arrived in Moscow. For 81moat a whole month we are occupied with it, we are d
i
ing the problems of the American Communist Party and are
indicating methods of clearing up the situation th& Etas
arisen. Every member of the delegation has had the opportuntiy to exercise his right of expreaaing his view8 and
criticizing the mmrades who were not in agreement with
him. You b o w that this right was exercised by them to
the full, without the slightat hindrance on the part of the
E.C.C.I. You know that Comrade Lovestone insisted that
the Butisian comrades shouId express their viewe. You
h o w that the Russian comrade8 have already had their
say. on the eswntial asp& of the quation. Accordingly,
the Cornmiasion has fulfilled all the conditions requisite for
finding a solution and bringing the matter t o a conclwim.
And what do we find? Instead of a aerious attitude to
the matter in hand, and a readiness to put an end I h d y
to factionalism, we have a fresh outburst of factionalism
among the members of the American delegation md a
freah attempt to undermine the cam of unity of the Amsria n Communist Party. A few days ago we were still without the. draft of the decision of the Cornintern on the
American question. All we had then nu, an oatline d
the general principle3 for a dicision, an outline diwted
toward the eradication of factionalism. But indead of
waiting untif the draft decision uppeared, the A d c a n
delegation, without wasting words, broke out with the d e
claration of May 9th, a declaration of a super-fwtiopd
character, an anti-Party declaration. You know with a t
hostility the membere of the Commi~sionof the PmMium
of the E. C. C. I. met this decIaration. You
the Commission criticized it to shreds, One might ham
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expected that the American delegation would give thought to
thh and correct it3 errors. The direct contrary, in fact mured. The M t of the proposals of the Cornmimion, which has
now been distributed to all the members of the Presidium of
the E.C.CJ. and the American delegation, no sooner a p
peared than the American delegation broke out with the
new declaration of May l4th, a declaration still more factional and antitip- than that of May 9th. You are, of
cuum, acquainted with this deckration. Comrade Gitlow
read it here during the courae of his speech, T h e funda- ,
menw feature of this deckation is that it prodaims the
thwb of ~
~ to the ddaiona
&
of then PreElidium
of the E. C. C. I. That meana that the extreme facti~nalism of the leadera of the majoritg hare driven them into
the path of InsuBordination, and hence of warfare against
the ~ ~ n t w n .
It cannot be denied that our American cornradcs, like all
C o m u n i 8 ~have
.
the right
disagree with the draft of
the decision of the Commiwion and have the xight to o p
pwe it. And as long as they confine t h e d v e s to the
exercise of thie right there ia not, and cannot be anything
wrong. But the trouble is that the declaration of May 14th
does not stop there. It goes further; it considem that the
f i h t muat be continued even after the draft becomes the
decision of the Presidium of the E. C. C. I. Therefore, we
m u t put the question squarely to the members of the
American delegation: When the draft =times the force
of an obligatory deckion of the Cornintern, do they conaider themselves entitled not to submit to that decision?
We have argued the q u ~ t i o nin the C o d a s i o n for a
whole month; we have had a number of discussions; we
have spent a tremendous amount of time on the matter,
time that might have been more profitably employed; we
hally arrived at the point when the time for ion
was over and were on the eve of adopting a decision which
muat be compulsory for all members of the Cornintern.
And now the quation arises: do the members of the
American delegation, as Communistas, aa h i n i ~ t s ,consider thamelvea entitled not tq submit to the decision of
the E. 13. C. I. on the Americrrn quwtion?
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That isi the crux of the matter, eomrrrdM.
a-, .
-Permit me now t;o pmc& t~ examhe the ddm&mv
iw*
;
-5
Thia declaration of May 14th was drawn Up
. cx&tily. I do not doubt that tbis d&&m
by m e sly attorney, by some petty-fogging l a m *
for youraelvm. On the one hand, the declaration avow's m4
plete loyalty to the Cornintern, the umhsketible M b of
- the authors of the d e b t i o n to the Communist Intamtional, not only in the past, not o d y in the present, but dw
h the future. That, of cour~e,ia excellent, provided it not
an empty pro&
On the other hand, the dedmation &uh
that its authom cannot mume responsibility for carrying
out the decision of the Presidium of the Executive C
d
tee of the Cornintern. It p W y s t a h :
'There are valid reamna for our being unable to accept
this new draft letter, to aasume responsib&tg before the
Pi& membership for the execution of t h i ~letter, to endorse the inevitable irreparable damage that the line of
this new draft letter is bound to bring to our Party."
If you please, on the one hand, complete loyalty;
other, a refusal to carry out the decision of the
And this is called loyal@ ta the Camintam1 Petti-fogging
p d c e , indeed. Can you pietare a C ~ n m w W ,not. a
paper Communist, but a real Cornmu*
avowing luyIdt$
to the Comintwn and at the same time refusing to accept
responsibility for
out the decisions of the &mine
'
'
tern f What 801.t of loyaltg. is that 'l What is the w
n for this dnplidtg*? Thh m y ? Is it not obviotw that
t& weighty talk of loydtg and fidelik to the C o m i n k n
is neeessarg to comrade Lovestone in order to deceive the
" m e m ~ p '8'
One involuntarily d l s the unforgettable Mr. Chaazberhin, who, on .the one band, is for peace and d u t i o n of'
amament;s and, on the other, d w everything pasibh to:
inaure that tmmrnenta ~houldinmewe and p
for war proceed at full speed. The ohatter M
s -'
nemierary b Chamber& in order to cover up the :$&
.
pamtiom for OL new war. b u d t8nCB about I@lp'aB:
,
l L
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vlokrtor~of the spirit and letter of fW'&&biom~oP W

~~.
As to the Sixth Congrw of the
QI

the American Comuniet Pa& it p

.$I& d d i o j

w

tMt

%tbe&&&ofthePa~isbput~esdta~fsetiOnal
stntggle, which is not b e d on any Berim 4iBWmf@ df
principle." What has the group of Comrade UW&W~Q
'doneto carry out this decision of the Shth
&W
Cornintern? You can m for yomelve~,comrades,&& m
far it has done nothing in this direction. On the mntrrnI
it has done, and is doing, everything p d b l e to
the decision of the Sixth Congreafl into a scrap of
Such are the fa&.
And if, in spite of all these facta, the declaration I
W
~
lhdw accusers the Presidium of the E. C. C. I. with VW?
l
a
w the "lettar and slpirit of the line of the Sixth Wmlds
Congres~~,"
what does it mem? It meana that the autlmm
of the declaration desire to oppose the decisions of the B e ddium of the E. C. C. I. to the line of the Sixth World
CPIWWSL, which they t h e d v e a violated and continue t~
violate. And why do they do that? In order,
y-p
conceding themwlvea under the Piag of the Sixth Gongrw
to conduct a fight against the decisionm of the Prddim
of the E.C. C. 1. In this way the authors of the declaration,
rn tO speak, declare: We,the Laveatone group are for W
Bixth Congrerwg but the draft for the Open Xletter of the
Frwidium of the E C. C. I. conIrltdi& the line of the Sixth
Conaem ; therefore, we must, and s W , &ght the decidon.
of the Radium of the E. C. C. I.
The authors of the dl&ra$ion apparentiy think there
is m t h i n g new in this deceitful ''manmum" and &&
we &aU fail to decipher what b the eonceded m
e .of
their 6'manmwmL"Not so, mmadea. They am mi&&&
in their reckonhg. The history of the Cornintern &ow&
that comrades who have moved away from the Cuminha
always begin with just such cbanoe~ma."When
iev moved away from the Cumintern he began by
wing the line of the Comhters to the
3-iib~
Erxecutive Committee of the Cornintern. He c t j d ~ ~
order to conceal his fight a&wt the ~ e c u t i v e&a@&&
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by &Ik regarding the line of the Cornintern. The aame is
true of Trokky, who hgm his divergence from the Cornintern by drawing a distinction between the line of the
Cornintern and the decisions of the Executive Commitbe
and the Presidium of the Executive Committee of the Comintern. That is the old, outworn path of opportunism, aa
old as the world itself. It is regrettable that the authors
of the declaration have been drawn inhthis same path.
In oounteqming the Gomintern to the Ehecutive Committee of the Cornintern, the authors of the d d r a t i o n
hope, aa Zinoviev and T
r
o
w once hoped, to saww the Executive Commithe of the Cornintern from the Cornintern.
A ridiculous and foolish hope l The authom of the declaration apparently forget that the interpreter^ of the decihiions
of the Cornintern Congresses are the Executive Committee
and ita Presidium alone, and not they. !t'he authora of the
declaration are mistaken if they think that the American
workers will believe their interpretation rather than the
interpretation of the Presidium of the Executive Commit
tee of the Cornintern.
Such is the true character of the declaration of the
A m e r i a delegation.
Hence, the declaration of the Amerik delegation is a
platform of struggle against the line of the Cornintern in
the m e of opportunbt vacillation, in the name of unprbtcipled f d o n a l t m , in the name of the violation of the unity
of the American Communist Pa*.
k t us turn to the draft of the Cornmiation.
What is the basis for the draft of the Commiwion which
is now offered for the cornideration of the Presidium of
the E. G, C. I.? It L baaed on the idea of maintaining the
line of the Cornintern within the ranks of the Communist
Party of America, on the idea of bol8hePizing the American
Communist Party, on the idea of fighting the deviation
from the Marxkt line, and, above all, the Right deviat£otl,
on the idea of *t
Party unity, and finally, and a b v e
all, on the idea of mmpletely liquidating factionalism. Fox
it must after all be realized, mmradm, that factionalism is
the f u d m e ~ t devil of the Ammican Communist Party.
In the history of the revolutionary movement of the
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Wherein oonsriats the evil of factionahm within the
of a C m u n i s t Party?
Pimtly, in #at faetio118lim w&em the Party
it d d h tbe rewlutionary acme and blind^ the P w workb
em 20 such an &mt that, in the factional paatdon, tEaergF
are obliged to place the n
i
of f d o n above the 531ternhi of the Paxtg, ahve the m h of the comwem
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working c w but from the point; of view of the d
in~aftheirownfa&on,fmthemhtoP~& ,
&eh own factionax Biwt-en.
Did not (=onwade LQvestoue and
Men& h o w i&j& --
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valued in a factional kht, even e v e q poor mldier, even
every poor oficer. Bemuse even people like Pepper may
serve a purpose in a factional flght. Because factional blindneM compelled them to place the lnteresta of their faction
above the intemts of the Party.
Did not comrade Foster know that he shouId have held
alaof from the conceded Trotskyites that were in his group?
Why, in apite of repeated wadngs, did he not repudiate them at the time? Because he behaved fmt and
foremost as a factionalist. B e a m in the factional fight
against the Lovestone gmup even conceded Trohkyites
might be useful to him. Beeauae the blindness of factionalism dulls the Party sense in people and makes them indiscriminating as to the means they employ. It is true,
such a policy la bad and irreconcilable with the interests of
the Party. But factionalists aw a rule are inclined to forget the intemsb of the Parky-1111 they can think of is their
own factional point of view.
88~)ra&g,in that factio~~dism
interferes with the training of the Party in the spirit of a policy of principles; it
prevenb the training of the cadres in an honest, prolekirian, incurruptible revolutionary spirit, free from rotten
diplomacy and unprincipled intrigue. Lenjnism declares
that a policy based on principles is the only correct policy,
Factionalism, on the contrary, believes that the.only cumect
policy i ~ lone of factional diplomacy and unprincipled factional intrigue. That ia why an ahosphere of factional
atruggle cultivates not politicians of principle, but adroit
factionalist manipulatom, experienced rawah and Mensheviks, smart in fooling the "enemy" and covering up
traces. It is true that such "educatiod" work of the fm
tionalists is contrary to the fundamental interests of the
Party and the working e h . But the frrctioneilista do
not give a rap for tha-1
they care about ia their own
factional diplomatic kitchen, their o w n group intemta. It
ie therefore not surprirring that politicba of principle and
honest proletarian revolutionaries get no sympathy from the
factionali~h. On the other hand, f d o n a I trlckatera and
manipulators, unprincipled intriguers and backstage wire

fmm their fhctional standpoint. If a factioml regime
v& in the Platy, the wirepflers of both factions hWm

'

'

dhtely fnform the periferal machine of thb or %ha.%&
ciaion of the Polit-bureau, endeavoring to prepare it fox
their own advantage and d n g it in the direction they d$b
nice. As a rule, this p-a
of information becoma a xqy&z
syatem. It bwmea a regular system because each fwatf~fl
regards it as its duty to iaform itsr peripherd m a & h in
the way it thinks fit and to hoId ib periphery in s con&
tion of mobilization in readin- for a scrap with the faw
tied enemy. AS a result, important secret -ions
of t ~ m
Party become general knowledge. In thh way the agmb
of the bourgeoisie attain mxw to the i3-t
the Pa+ and make it easy to ure the knowledge of the
inbmd life of the Party against the inof the Pat&#
True, nu& a regime threatens the complete d e m o r a b d h
of the xanks of the Pa*.
But the fxtionalfste do not azQ
about that, h c e for them, the inof their g m @
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the authorik of the Party mu& inevitably suffer in the
eyes of the workers, and the workem, inatead of ffocking
to the Party, are cumpelled to quit the Party r&.
And
that is what we are now obeming in the American Communist Party. 'What have the factional leadem of the majority and the minority been chi* occupied with l a w ?
With factional acundtrlmongering, with every kind of petty
factional trifle, the drawing up of useless platforms and
sub-platforms, the introduction of tern and hundreds of
amendments and suhmendmenta t o these platforms.
Weeks and months are wasted lying in ambush for the fa*
t i o d enemy, trying to entrap him, trying to dig up s o w
thing in the p e m m l life of the factional enemy, ox, if
nothing can IM found, inventing some fiction about him.
It is obviow that podtive work must suffer in such an atmmphere, the life of the Party b8comes petty, the authority of the Pa* declfnea and the workers, the be& the
revolutionary minded worker, who want action and not
acandalmongering, are forced to leave the Party.
That, fundamen-,
hi the evil of f a c t i d a m in the
radw of a Communbt Party.
Hence, the moat important task of the American Communist Party is to put an end to factionalism and dew*
cure itself of this h i s e .
It is on this that the draft of the Commi~isionpresented
I for your consideration is based.
A few worde regarding the vaunting manner in which
the group of Comrade bvstone a p e h i and represents
itself here in the name of tse whole Party,in the name of
99 percent of the Cornmuniet Party of Americtt. They
never represent themselves otherwise than in the name of
99 percent of the Party. One would think they have
that 99 percent in their pockets. That is a bad manner,
mmmde~~
of the American delegation. Let me remind you
t h t Zinoviev and Trohky also at one time played h p 8
with percentages, and mured everybody that they had secured, ar at any rate, would mure, a 99 percent majority
in the ranks of the C. P. S. U. You know, comrades, in
w b t a farce the vain glory of Trotzlw and Zinovfev ended.
1 would therefore advise you not to play trumps with per-
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;- c a h g w . You declare you have a
#
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American Communist Party and that you wlEI -:%&I#
,
majorits under all circumstances. That is
rades of the American delegation, ab01uhly untFuah
had a majority because the American ComW
unZI now regarded you as the determined suppmhm 06
m
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Communist Lnkrmtiond. And it waa only hecam iW
Partq regarded you as the friends of the CmGnteFn t,b@
you had a majority in the rrrnks of the Americm m
u
niat Party. But wbat will happen if the A d c a n m*
learn that you intend t o break the unik of the rankrrr d the
Cominkm and are thinking of conducting a wht against
its executive bdi-that
is the question, dear commdts?
Do you think that the American workers will follow your
lead againat the Gomintern, that they wiU prefer the hterestrs of your factional group to the interests of ~e Camintern? There have been numerous ea;ses in the histmy of
the (=omintern when its most popular leadem, who
had greater authority than you, f o d themselves
isolated aa Eloon w they raised the banner against the Comintern. Do you think you will fare better than these leadera? A poor hope, mmadea! At present you atill have a
formal majority, But tomorrow you will have no majoritp
and you will find pourselv~completely isolated if you ath p t to start a 3ght against the decisions of the Presidium
of the Executive C o m m i b of the Cornintern. You may
be & a h of that dear comrades.
Comrade Lovedune is spoken of as a h1ented I d e r , as
the founder of the AmeriCommunist ParQ.
It Q said that the Communist Party of America amnot get
along without Comrade Lovestone, that the removal of
Comrade hvestone may ruin the Party. That ia not h e ,
comradee. More than that, it is not sincare. It would be
a bad Party that could not get along without m y given
leader. The Communist Party of America is not aa weak
as certain comrades think. It iar, in any case, many lhm
skonger than it i% made out to be. The Party i8 mtd
by the working class and not by iindividud leadem. To
declare the contrary would be absurd. And, what is'cummde ];ov&ne after dl is not such a great lmk. Ibg

L, of wurrjeI a capable and talented comrade. But how
have his -pabillti- been employed? In fdionaI scandssrmongering, in factional intrigue. Comrade W n e is
indisputably an adroit and talented factional wirepuller. No
one can deny him that. But factional leademhip must not
be confused with Party leaderahip. A Party leader is one
thing, a factional leader i~ something quite different. Mot
every factional leader has the gift of being a Party leader.
I doubt very much that at this stage Comrade Lovestone
can .bea Party leader.
That is how matters stand, comrades.
And what is the rrolution, you will ask? h my opinion
the solution ia to accept the draft of the Cornmimion, to
reject the declaration of the A m e r i m delegation and to
lay on all members of the Communist P&y of America
the duty of ux~laervedlylcarrJrixlg out the decision8 of the
Presidium. Either the h e r i a ~mrwdeawill unheaitatingly submit to the d d i o n s of the E. C. C. I. and actively carry them into &ecLand that will be an important
~ t e ptoward destroying factionalism, toward peace in the
Party; or they will stick to their declaration and refuse
to submit to t h e decisions of the E, C. C. 1.--and that wilI
mean no peace, but war against the Comintern, war within the
of the American Communist Party. We niw
porn peace and unity. If the comrades of the Ameriw
delegation adapt wr proposals, well and good; if not, all
the worse for them. The Cornintern will take ib due course
under all cbcntances. Of that you may be #me, dear

comrades.
Finally, a word or two regarding the new p r o e e ~ aof

bolshevizing the seetions of the Comintern which are
proceeding at the present time.
In eonversation with me the other day, Comrade Lovestone declared that some phrase or other regarding a "running sore" in the apparatus of the Comintern, was a slip
of the tongue. He assured me that the phrase
was a chance one and had no connection with hia relatiom
to the Cornintern, I amwered that if the p h r m were indeed an accidental one, it was not worth paying any attention to, although the phrue itself waa undoubtedly un-

mintam, but to world

-

tion of the incorrigible fa&&
in the h e r f a n CBm&
Party, and so forth and so on.
WelI, perhaps these fa& are ltealIy mptom of gmm~
jhew of the C o m m d International, symptot138 of ib
demordhtioq m p t o m s of a
runnnigore" Inthe Cumm d s t Inmtional? Of mrxrse not, comad8~. OnIp gajtE

*

,

of oppwtunid and wavering elemenki. The P&ki iwb
.4. 1
being bobhwized and skengkhened by ridding t h e ~ ~ h l . I
ofdemy-Thattbisistlnemeaningofthemcent eventsinthe
Geman, C m c h ~ S I o vA ~m d c m , M c h , and &her
P&iw ia dear. To the p~~
In the Party rrll thb
appeam to be P 118p of d e m o x ~ t i o n
of the Combtmi W '
cause they can not see further than their nose. But
'
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tionarg. Marxiam know that this isi a beneficent prace~sof
bohhevization of our brother Parti= without which the
proletariat emnot be prepared for the imminent claas cwacts.
There are many who think that nothing haa changed in
the intemtiond dtuation of late, that everything has remained as of old. This is not true, comrades. The f& of
the mat& k that we have an accentuation of the & u s
~lmgglein all capitalist muntrien, a growing revolutionary
crirsia in Europe, growing mnditiona of a new revolutionary
upward swing. Yesterday thia waa signalized by a genera1
strike in Lodz. Not so long ago we had a signal from Berlin. Tomorrow we shall get signah from France, England,
Czechdlovakia, America, In&
China. Soon the ground
will be too hot for world capitalism.
The duty of the Communist Party is at once to begin
preparatory work for the coming cl&ss struggIes, to p m
pare the working clam and the exploited m s e s for new
revolutionary struggles. The fight against reformism,
against ~ocialdemocracy must be intendfled. The struggle
for the TRidng of the milliom of the working WMS
to
the aide of Communism must be intensified. The fight
mu& be intensified for the forging of real revolutionary
P e cadre8 and for the selection of real revolutionarg
leaders of the Fartg, of individuals capable of entering the
fight and bringing the proletariat with them, individuals
who will not run before the face of ttie storm and will not
falI lnto panic, but will sail into the face of the s t a m Rut
in order to carry out this bk,it is nnecesawy at once, without the loss of a single moment, for time does not wait, to
set about cleaning the Chmmunist Partiea of Right and conciliatory elements, who objectiveIy represent the agency
of social.demomaq within the ranks of the Communist
Party. And we mast set about this matter, not at the usual
pace, but at an accelerated pace, for, I repeat, time does
not wait, and we must not allow events to catch ua unawares. A couple of yeass ago we might not have been so
urgent about thb matter, counting on the fact that the
molecuIar pracess of bohheviaation of the P d i a would
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gradually eliminate the Right and the wavering dement&
all the Brmdlera and Thdheimera, dl and every Wional
wirepuller, eta, etc. We might not have been so urgent b
a w e there was no danger of being belated.
Bat matters 0tand UerentIy now. To delay now rneaikt
to be late, and to be late meam to be caught unawareer by
the revoIutionary crfsie. Therefore, the c h m i n g g&
of the C o m m d t P d e a now proceeding is a benefbnt
p-,
~trengthdngthe Cornintern and its sections. %e
phihtines are afraid of this wehat p m x s ~ a, d nd their
fright taIk nmenae regarding the dishterntion of the
Corninten, just because they rue philbtbea. Bevolutiaark, on the other hand, will dwaya welcome thh b a d cent prmaa, because it k
i at the same time an intggaI
part of the great cause of preparing the working dam
for the approaching c h s ~truggIea,which i~ now the mtJn
task of the Communist Parties of the world.
The merit of the draft of the Cornmiadon, md&i
in the fact, among others, that it wisttr the Cornmud&
Party of America in amying thia mtrfn W inh &&

3. Second Speech Delivered at the Preeidiam of the E.C.CL
on the American Question
(May 14, 1929.)

It seem to me, comrades, that certain American mmrades fail to undmtand the position that has been created
now that the draft of the Commkion has been adopted by
the Presidium. Apparently pomrades do not f u b &e
that to defend one'a convictions when the d d i o n Bad
not yet been taken ia one tbing, and to submit to the will
of the ComIntern after the decision baa been taken is another. One might, and one ought to havq criticized and
fought against the draft of the Commission if the members of the delegation considered it was a wrong one. But
now that the draft of the Commksion has become the
decision of the Presidium, the American delegabs should
have the manhood to submit ta the will of the coUective,
the will of the Cornintern, and assume wpomibility for
carrying into effect the decision of the CorninWe ought to value the firmness and stubbornesa displayed here by eight of the ten Americsn delegah in their
&ht against the draft of the Conmiasion. But it is i m p
sihle to approve the fact that thew eight comadea after
their views have aufpered mmpIete defeat, xefuae to ~ubordinate their will to the will of the higher collective, the will
of the Presidium of the E.C. C. I. True bhhevik courage
does not mmbt in placing one'rr individual will above the
will of the collective, above the will of the Camintern. True
courage consiets in being strong enough to maater and overcome one's self and subordinate one'e will to the wiil of
the collective, the will of t&e higher Party body. Without
tbat there is no collective. Without thst there is not, an&
cannot be, any collective leadership.
I think you will not deny the Ruasian Bolshevik's courage,
W w s , and ability to defend their convictions. How did
any group of Russian Bohheviksi u~luallyact when they
found themelvea in a minority 7 Not w b h h g to break the

t
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of the Pwty, the minofiW aa a rub conT h m have been b w
'@hundreds of inabnm in, the W b r y td our P w 4 when
a &on
of $obhedb, anvinaad that the Cemhl Cornmith of the @Ish&k Partr bad Wen a
d d s h
nevertheless, aftm di$cwai@n,dter hot dispute, d'km d e
fading their 8~n&~as, would d&
their O Q ~ P I &
the de&iom of the highez I d illig .mDective d carry them inta effect, I might matfan
euch an h t a c e whi& took p h in 18M when a d
n
d the hlshevib were in hvw ,of boym*
the Dumt),
e v h were for 8 change

@d the will of the

ta the will ~f the major-

"

Rusaisn Bohhedw would have rulrr;8d the cause
ity.
of the Buasirsn Revolution had they nut known hew to wb
form the will of i ~ d i v i d dmmradea to the will of the m&
jmity, had they not known bow t~ a d cbUdv&. That b~
how we Bolshewere trained, the B & W h who overthrew the bourgeobi~,wtabli%bedthe &xi& Fower, a d
who are now shakixzg the foundations of wm1d i m p i d ism Ability to tn wbctivdy, d b e @ ta , d o r m the
d
l of h d i v i a l mmsadeet t~ the will of khe cdktive,
that ia what we d true Bobhe~ikmanhod. For withoIrt
t h t manhd, without t4e abiw to overcome, if you me,
&a
selfateem, and wbdhaCe oaetz wiil h the 4 of
the ~Uective,without these q u a b I there em be no cob
l d v e , no m 1 w v e I e a d e d p , na chlnm*
sqd ti@
b true yif only in r ~ t p c tto inaivit$ual Partlw and their
wtrsrl cmdttem; it h p d c u h l y true h rw@
to
the Corninterm and its leading o m , which unite dl Parties of Commu&ts throughout the world.
C u m d e s Gitlow tand Lovestone moutrced hem with
aplomb that their. ~6.nacienmand conviatiolxg do not mmi* them to submit to the deci~ionsof the Fmidipm and
arry tham into eB&. The u m c ru mid 4 Comrade
Blow. Wh& they said amounkd to th& khet ~ h c thq
e
dg
not agree with the decisim of the FrBai-dium, they wmot
submit ta t
W @&ion m d wmy it into &&.But only
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Ammhkts, individulakta can talk like that, not Bohhe
v h , not LeRini~ta,who are obliged to pIace the will of the
collective above their individual will. They talk of their
conscience. But the members of the m i d i u r n of the
E. C, C, I. also have their conscience and convickions. What
is to be done if the conscience and convidim of the R e sidium of the E,C. C. I. conflict with the conscience and
convietion8 of individual rnembera of the American delegation? Whst is to be done if the American delegation in the
Presidium received only one vote for their d h t i o n , the
vote of Comrade Gitlow, while the remaining membera of
the Presidium unanimously ddared themselves against
the declaration of the American delegation and in favor of
the draft of the Commission? Members of the American
delegation, do you think that the conscience and wnvis
tiow of Comrade Gitlow are a h v e the conscience and conviction~~
of the overwhelming majority of the Presidium of
the E. C. C. I.? Do you begin to understand that if each
of us sttrrts to act according to hi8 own will without reckoning with the will of the collective, we: shall never eome
to any deckion; we shall never have any collective will,
nor any leaderahipf
Let us take any factory or plant. Let us assume that the
majority of the workers of that factory show an indimtion to go an strike, w h e m the minority, on the plea of
their convictions, declare against a strike. A war of winiom oommenw, m e e t i are held, and in the end the vast
majority in the f t o r g decide to strike. m
t would you
of ten or twenty workem, repxerrenti a minority m
the factory, who declared they would not submit to the
decision of the majority of the workers, since they were
not in agreement with that decbionf What would you call
them, dear comrades5 You h o w that euch workers are
usually called strike-breakera. Is it not clear that strikea,
demonstratiom and other collective d o n s of the workm
would be absolutely impossible if the minority did not aubardinate itself to the majoritJrf Is it not clear that we
should never have had m y d d i o n a or any collective will,
neither in the individual Parties, nor in the Cornintern, if

